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� Summary

This notebook describes symplectic invariants for elementary configurations in the 3−dimensional real or complex projective
space or the 3−sphere.  Most of the basic constructs may also be applied in higher dimensions.  The theoretical background can
be found in [OSIII], section 2.8.  The notebook contains examples, mentioned in this book, in greater detail; some calculations
omitted in the book are carried out  here. In part icular, the classification of complex and real symmetric bilinear forms and the
descript ion of the corresponding quadrics is given. Some addit ional material, e. g. the symplectic othogonalization of a vector
sequence,  is contained too. 

� Int rod uct ion

It  is well known that   symplectic scalar products, i.  e.  non degenerated skew symmetric bilinear forms, exist  only in  even−
dimensional vector spaces. A vector space is called symplectic, if a symplectic scalar product   for its vectors is dist inguished.
The symplectic group is defined as the group of  linear transformations of the vector space preserving the symplectic scalar
product;  it   acts transit ively on  the corresponding odd−dimensional projective space,   defining the projective symplectic
geometry as the  theory of geometric propert ies invariant  under this action, in  the sense of  F. Klein’s Erlanger Programm.
Since in dimension 2 the symplectic group coincides with the special linear group, the symplectic geometry of  a projective line
coincides with its projective geometry. The first  interesting case is the three−dimensional one,  the main subject  of this note-
book. Closely related to the projective geometry is the spherical geometry. One easily verifies, that  the symplectic groups act
transit ively also on the odd−dimensional spheres, being double coverings of the projective spaces of the same dimension. The
tools developed in this notebook can also be applied to explore the spherical symplectic geometries. 
In the first  section basic concepts of symplectic linear algebra are presented. An algorithm called symplectic orthogonalization
seems to be new: it  constructs for a given sequence of vectors a symplectic  or optional an orthosymplectic sequence of vectors
with  the same span. This also  gives a method to  define adapted  bases for  subspaces. Rank and index of the scalar  product
restricted to the subspace are calculated, and the symplectic vector sequence consists of a basis of the defect  subspace and a
symplectic basis for a complementary symplectic subspace within the span. 
The second section contains some considerations of symplectic transformations. In  part icular,  we introduce a very simple
class of these transformations, namely the  symplectic transvections, which generate the symplectic group.
Section  3 is devoted  to  symplectic  line geometry.   The absolute of projective symplectic  geometry is the complex of the
isotropic lines, called the absolute null system. The complement  of the nullsystem is the set  of symplectic lines, on which the
restrict ion of the scalar product  does not  vanish. (Remember that  the projective lines are the two−dimensional vector sub-
spaces.) For pairs of symplectic lines there exists a symplectic invariant  being similar to  the distance of two lines in  metric
geometries. The value of this invariant is the function sym defined and studied in this section.



geometries. The value of this invariant is the function sym defined and studied in this section.
The aim of the last  two sections is the classification of the quadrics in the 3−dimensional complex or real projective symplectic
spaces. As in Euclidean or affine geometries one classifies the symmetric bilinear forms whose corresponding quadratic forms
define the quadrics. They are equivariantly associated with a special class of endomorphisms, the skew symmetric operators, of
the underlying vector space. These operators can be classified using their Jordan decomposit ions. In section 4 this is done for
complex symplectic spaces; for each class  normal forms of the operators and the bilinear forms are found.  Section 5 describes
the refinements necessary for real spaces. Also in this case normal forms are obtained with the help of which  one may discuss
the shape of the quadrics.   
The appendix contains modules useful for any application of Mathematica  to  linear algebra and the corresponding geome-
tries. They are contained in the package vectorcalc.m. The modules specific for symplectic linear algebra are collected in the
package symplecticgeo.m.  Both  packages are not  needed  for  evaluating the present  notebook; it  is not  recommended  to
import  them, since then context  or protection conflicts would arise with the equally named functions or modules created in
this notebook. User who want  to create their own notebooks or packages varying or continuing the considerations presented
here may find it  useful to import these packages as a start ing point of their own new notebooks. 
The References only contain a few items often used in this notebook; a more detailed bibliography can be found in [OSIII].  The
author will be very thankful for any hints or comments, especially for crit ical ones. Please send all questions or comments to
the address mentioned at the end of the notebook.

� Ke yw ord s

annihilator, associated operator, Gram matrix, index of  a subspace, isotropic subspaces, lines, null system, orthosymplectic
basis, polar, pole,  projective symplectic space, quadrics,  rank of a subspace, skew symmetric operator,  symmetric bilinear
form, spherical symplectic geometry, sym, symplectic basis, symplectic orthogonalization, symplectic scalar product, symplec-
t ic transvection, symplectic vector space, 

� H int s

�

copyrigt

Cop yrig ht

In it ia lizat ion

1 .  Symplect ic vect or  space.  Corresponding project iv e 
space 
In this section we introduce the basic concepts of symplectic linear algebra: the scalar product, the Gram matrix, symplectic
and  orthosymplectic  bases,  polar  spaces.  Especially,  in  subsection  1.3,   we construct  a  procedure called  symortho,  being
analogous to the orthogonalization procedure in Euclidean geometry.  The constructs of subsection 1.1 − 1.4 are valid for any
even dimension, also if a default  dimension is not  defined. But  for convenience, and for the tests and examples, it  is recom-
mended to set  the default  value dim.  For the Graphics3D objects considered in subsection 1.5 the default  dimension dim of
the underlying vector space must be set: dim = 4

� 1 .1 .  The  sym p le ct ic sca la r p rod uct  ssp ,   g ra m m a t rix ,  g ra m

� 1 .2 .  Sym p le ct ic a nd  ort hosym p le ct ic b a se s,  sub sp a ce s

� 1 .3 .  Sym p le ct ic ort hog ona liza t ion: sym ortho

� 1 .4 .   Pola r sp a ce s
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� 1 .5 .   Proje ct ive  p oint s,  sp he rica l p oint s,  a nd  t he  corre sp ond ing  
Gra p hics3 D  ob je ct s

2 .  The symplect ic group,  t ransvect ions
The transvections defined in this section should better be called "symplectic transvections": it  will be proved that the symplec-
t ic scalar product remains invariant und their action.

� Definitions

� Test: transvection

� Example of a symplectic transformation not being a transvection:

� Example: Affine translations are not symplectic, in general

3 .  Lines.  The line invar iant  
In this section we introduce the basic invariant sym of pairs of symplectic lines, and show some of its propert ies. 

� 3 .1 .   Sym p le ct ic a nd   isot rop ic line s

� 3 .2 .  The  sym p le ct ic inva ria nt  of  a  p a ir of  sym p le ct ic line s

� 3 .3 .  Ge om e t ric Int e rp re ta t ion

� 3 .4 .  The  inva ria nt  sym  a nd  t he  sca la r p rod uct  f or 2 −ve ctors

4 .  Associat ed operat ors and symmet r ic  b ilinear for ms
The aim of this and the following section is the classification of the quadrics in the 3−dimensional projective symplectic space.
As in  other linear geometries one classifies the symmetric bilinear forms and applies the results to  describe the symplectic
geometry of the quadrics. To any symmetric  bilinear form corresponds a so−called skew symmetric associated operator of the
underlying 4−dimensional  symplectic  vector  space,  and  this correspondence  is equivariant  and  bijective:  The  associated
operators are  symplectically equivalent  iff the bilinear forms have this property. Now it  can be proved that  two complex skew
symmetric  operators are  symplectically equivalent  iff they have  the  same Jordan  normal  form.  Therefore the  symplectic
classification is not  as simple as the Euclidean. For the details of the theory see I. M. Jaglom [Jag1], A. I. Maltzev [Mal], and
[OSIII].

� 4 .1 .  D e f init ions.  First  Exa m p le s

� 4 .2 .  Biline a r f orm s w it h d ia g oniza b le  sk e w  sym m e t ri c op e ra tors a nd  t he  
corre sp ond ing  q ua d rics

� 4 .3 .  Com p le x cla ssif ica t ion
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5 .  Real classif icat ion of  symmet r ic b ilinear forms and 
t he corresponding quadr ics

� 5 .1 .  Re a l cla ssif ica t ion of  b iline a r f orm s w it h d ia g oniza b le  sk e w  
sym m e t ric op e ra tors

� 5 .2 .  J2 −q ua d rics

� 5 .3 .  D e g e ne ra te d  b iline a r f orm s

Appendix.  Some t ools of linear algebra

� A.2 .1   List  of  t he  usa g e s f or a ll ne w ly im p le m e nte d  g e ne ra l const ruct ions 
use d  or d e ve lop e d  in t his note b ook

� A.2.2 Vector calculus

� A.2 .3  M a t rix ca lculus
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